Arsenal vs Ac milan round of 16 15th March 2018 Europa League preview
Last week Ac Milan welcomed Arsenal to the San Siro for the first leg of the Europa League Round of
16 where Arsenal came out 2‐0 victors taking a 2‐0 lead back to the Emirates on aggregate on away
goals. Henrikh Mkhitaryan scored his first ever goal for arsenal to give Arsenal the lead following his
recent move from Manchester United to Arsenal. The second goal was scored by Aaron Ramsey
sealing the win for Arsenal taking iut round the keeper Gianluigi Donnarumma and just tapping it
into the goal.
Team News
Arsenal manager Arsene Wenger has said that everyone is available for arsenal apart from Alexander
Lacazette who is still recovering from his injury he gained against Tottenham back in February but he
returned to Arsenal training yesterday and will be back by the end of March. Pierre Emerick
Aubameyang is cup tied for the Europa League and therefore cannot play.

For Milan, defender Davide Calabria has not travelled with the squad so former Liverpool and
Sunderland forward may play at right back for Milan.

Liam who is an Arsenal fan in Year 9 said:

“Arsenal played amazing against Ac Milan which was a game we were expected to lose and it gave us
a very positive boost after a huge losing streak and hopefully we will start to play better and work
more as a team in the upcoming games. The lineup was a strong enough to beat Milan and the
manager used some great tactics as well which is why we won”

Liam’s prediction for Arsenal vs Ac Milan Leg 2

“I think that we have a great chance of winning tonight but we have to go at them and fight or we
have no chance, we do have a 2‐0 lead and I think that it will be enough to beat them but you never
know in football. I think Arsenal will win this game 3‐0 with goals from Henrikh Mkhitaryan, Mesut
ozil and Aaron Ramsey.

